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Assemblies are conducted for the
holistic development of the
students. The assemblies at VBS
are planned to give an opportunity
to the students to understand the
impact of local, national as well as
international events and make
them more aware and socially
responsible. SDG-2 Zero Hunger
was the theme taken up for the
assembly.

Assembly
 



 

India is a land of rich cultural heritage. This
month, we took up the state of Kerala. The students
researched and presented art forms of Kerala and
depicted their lifestyle by making drawings of their
attire. They also learnt to make traditional dishes
and danced to the state’s music.

Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat
State of the Month-Kerala

 



 

The boards in classrooms are adorned with beautiful, subject-wise  as
well as theme-based presentations prepared by students and teachers
which aid in student learning and creative skills.  

Classroom Display Board



 

Teachers' Day- 5th September

 “Teaching is not a profession, it is a way of life”.

Teachers' Day is celebrated  in India to
acknowledge the contribution of teachers
in the society. The day marks the birth
anniversary of India's second President
and first Vice President, Dr Sarvepalli
Radhakrishnan. Teachers and students at
VBS celebrated teachers' day with great
enthusiasm in the school premises.
Students expressed their gratitude
towards their teachers
 through different activities.



 

World Environment Health Day- 
26th September

Our planet, our health.

The World Environmental Health
Day is annually observed to raise
awareness of the environment's
condition and to encourage people
to take required steps for stopping
it from getting worse. Students
gave speech on how to protect the
environment with the help of
posters made by them.



 

World Heart Day-
29th September

The day is celebrated to spread awareness about cadiovascular diseases
which cause nearly half of all the non-communicable diseases in the world. It
aims to drive action to educate people that by controlling risk factors such as
tobacco use, unhealthy diet and physical inactivity, at least 80% of premature
deaths from heart disease and stroke could be avoided.



 

21st Century Skill- Productivity
and Accountability

Being productive means being able to produce something of a certain
quality within a given time frame.

Accountability is equally important since it is how we are assessed on
productivity in the working world. People are held accountable for the
actions they take to complete a task. Our students are also becoming
productive by being accountable towards their task and focusing on their
practicals and exams.



 

SDG-2 
Zero Hunger

A world with zero hunger can positively impact our
economies, health, education, equality and social development.
Our students learnt the significance of this SDG and
described its importance through posters. 



During nutrition week, students
prepared nutritious dishes to
raise awareness about the
importance of nutrition for the
human body and how we can take
adequate and timely measures to
address hunger and
malnourishment. 

NUTRITION WEEK
1st-7th SEPTEMBER



 

Library 

Reading allows students to
understand various emotions. This
helps in their emotional and social
development since they learn to
associate their feelings with words
and find a way to express
themselves better. Books showcase
various characters and perspective
which allows students to be more
empathetic.



SDGS 21st Century Skills

The School is committed to
provide an enriching
learning journey and
conceptualised a curriculum
that includes learning about
sustainability as well as key
21st century skills to enable
our students to be global
citizens.

The Sustainable
Development Goals are a
collection of 17
interlinked global goals
designed to be a
"blueprint to achieve a
better and more
sustainable future for all.

21st century skills refer to
the knowledge, life skills,
career skills, habits, and
traits that are critically
important to student
success in today's world.

Information, Media and
Technology Literacy



05-10-22:  Dussehra
10-10-22:   World Mental Health Day
11-10-22:    International Girl Child Day
15-10-22:   Birth anniversary of Dr. A.P.J Abdul Kalam
24-10-22:  United Nations Day
25-10-22:  Diwali 
31-10-22:   National Unity Day

UP-COMING EVENTS 

State of the month: West Bengal  


